94 chevy 4x4 actuator
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your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would
appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Thread starter steveninspokane Start date Nov 12, Location
Michigan. Plowfast Senior Member. Location Northeast. As far as i know just replacing the axle
shouldnt effect if it goes in 4x4. If it will not even go into low range sounds like a transfer case
problem to me. Chevman Junior Member. Location NE PA. It's your actuator, it screws in the
front rear and has a two prong plug, unscrew it and screw the new one in, I seen these on the
JCW. Last edited: Nov 12, Location Central Wisconsin. Is the plug loose or unplugged- clogged
with dirt? My buddy has an '88 GMC that the pliug was unplugged. Try cleaning the plug up and
trying it again. Anyway, that's my best place to start. In a while, Chet. Location Maine. DugHD
Senior Member. Last edited: Nov 14, Location mid michigan. The 4wd light on the shifter comes
on as a result of the collar in the axle sliding over from the actuator engaging. Put the shifter in
4wd, can you spin the front driveshaft by hand? It should be locked by way of t-case. Unscreww
the actuater out of the front axle, put it in 4wd, with the key in the run position, does the actuater
get longer? If it does'nt, then check for power. If it does take a punch or screwdriver and push in
on the plunger in the axle, you may need to rotate on of the front wheels slightly, does it slide
into position? If not you probably installed something incorrectly while the axle was removed.
Did you remove the axletube while replacing the axle? There is a trust washer that will fall down
if the tube is not removed. Sdyer Junior Member. Location New Hampshire. Same problem
Please Help Today when i was plowing with my 94 GMC truck i drove it home i two wheel drive
after using it all day in 4x4. When i got home i needed my own driveway plowed. So i put the
truck in park, Pulled the handle down into 4x4 "No light this time and 4x4 wont engage. Looks
like from what i read here it may be the actuator?? Problem is that i have no idea where to
locate it. Is it an easy fix for a novice? Please help we have a big storm on the way Thank you all
so much Steve. Location Middleton Ma. Pull the Accuator out tape 2 lug nuts to the end of the
plunger and screw it back in. You will be locked in. I did this to my 92 many years ago and just
last night I did it to my friend 94 You must log in or register to reply here. I have a 94 chevy 4x4
with a manual trans. It will not engage into 4x4. When you put it in 4x4 the front drive shaft is
locked in. So I checked the fuse in the fuse box it was fine. Then I changed the Actuator it did
not fix the problem. I then cleaned the conections at the front axle still wont engage. What else
can it be? If anyone is interested on this truck it turns out there is a switch on the top of the
Transfer Case that sends the current from the fuse to the Actuator. There was no mention or
diagram of this in the Chilton's book. They only had a listing for two switches and where they
were located, but not what they did The one on the top is for the 4x4 and the one on the tail
shaft is for the speed My transfer case is the New Process C. Oldchevy answered 4 years ago.
Then I changed the I have a Chevy k 4x4. Something is wrong with my left front end. Not to bad
or noticeable at lower speeds but pretty bad at mph Replaced the seals in my transfer case.
Now the transmission will grind shifting down into 1st, and I have to turn the truck off to shift it
into park. Have a Chevy with a 5. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Chevy
4x4 problem. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Forums
New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New resources New profile posts Latest
activity. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Registered members Current
visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Welcome to The Truck Stop! Your truck
knowledge is missing! Registration is FREE , all we need is your birthday and email. Post your
own topics and reply to existing threads to help others out! NO ADS! The site is fully functional
and ad free! Problems registering? Click here to contact us! Forums Engine Discussions GM 6.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter chrisk Start date Dec 29, Messages Reaction score 0. As always - if it
weren't for bad luck I wouldn't have any The old actuator on the rig decided to call it quits. I
thought this would be a good time to 'upgrade' to the electric unit instead of the thermo unit. I
was going to take pics along the way for anyone else needing to do this mod, but a buddy of
mine sent me this URL that gives some damn good pics of the install. Last edited by a
moderator: Jan 5, TurboTahoe Recruit. Messages Reaction score 6. I can't quite make out what

the guy in the link above is trying to do. Can you enlighten me? Thanks, Rob. Installing the
electric actuator on a truck designed for a thermo actuator Shorter engagement time Your best
bet is to try rockauto or even ebay if you have time to wait for a good deal. Could you make the
splice using a toggle switch mounted in the floor shift console and then have 2WD low range
option? The brown wire is a 12V supply wire I'm sorry to hear you had troubles, Chris. I looked
up the price of the electric actuator - it's very expensive for what it is. Equally expensive, but
wonder if it wouldn't be better to go with one of the "Posi-Lock 4x4 Positive Axle Engagement
Systems". They sell them all over the web. From what I can see, it does the same thing and
being mechanical, has no reliance on electricity or wiring, etc. Seems to me would be even
MORE reliable? I just got in from installing this upgraded actuator Nice to have 4x4 back
Pruittx2 Been around a bit. How long did it take you? Unscrew the old one, install the new one,
plug in the harness and make a quick wire splice OK, this sounds dumb, but what's the
difference between how the electric actuator works and how the thermal actuator works? Why
would GM move to a thermal actuator? Is it cheaper? Or theoretically better? The thermal
actuator came first, when you engage 4WD there is a soft piece of plastic, maybe even wax that
has to heat up before the actuator engages. The electric version came out in 98 or so and
engages immediately. Myself, if I had that series of truck, I'd install a Posi-Lok and be done with
it. Click here for the Posi-Lok. I have to admit, we've had quite a bit of snow up here in the
Pacific NW recently, and I was out with the family in the 'burb. I had to engage 4x4 about times
the last few days to gain enough traction to get around. With 8 people in the car, it was a little
slippery sometimes. Does this mean that since my 'burb is a '99 model that I already have an
electric actuator? It didn't help that the electrical I believe mine was thermal 4x4 actuator
disengaged after I turned my truck off. I needed 4x4 badly, but couldn't engage it. But the
Posi-Lok system stays locked even when the ignition is off. Messages 1, Reaction score 1,
Location Hannover, Germany. I put a posi-lok on my dads truck, I think I would go with a electric
myself. The posi-lok works but the truck needs to be moving to engage it. There are some cheap
parts on it like the little clamp to hold the cable. It was so cheap I bent the end of the cable so if
the clamp did let go you could still put it in 4wd. After about 2 years it finaly let loose. The cheap
rubber boot it comes with doesnt even last 1 year. OK, so is there any detriment to keeping the
front diff locked all the time? I know that you'll get the front tires fighting themselves if you
crank it while it's in 4WD, but what about if the transfer case is in 2WD? You must log in or
register to reply here. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually
and complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions.
High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best
automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your
vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee
fit and function. For more information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Shipping is not
available to Canada. Final shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: Watch this 1A
Auto video to learn how to replace the front axle actuator on your Chevy Tahoe with four wheel
drive. This item may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part
numbers. This information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item
you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To
confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts
are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will.
Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited
shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle
isn't listed, search 4WD Parts. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X.
Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Add to Cart.
Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery
options in checkout. Brand : TRP Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Specifications: 2 wire
plug with round pin terminals Mounts INTO front axle housing Durable construction shift
actuator Direct bolt in replacement Built to strict quality control standards Improved gas filled
heating element type activation Installation The 4 wheel Drive Actuator actually installs quite
easily. Locate it on the front axle. Unplug it. Use a large adjustable or correct size wrench and
remove the actuator. Reverse to install a new one. When you press the button in your vehicle an
electrical current passes through the actuator. The actuator is filled with a gas. This gas
expands when heated. The electrical current heats the gas the gas builds pressure and forces

the plunger out which engages the front axle. There are a number of things that can go wrong to
cause you not to be able to engage four wheel drive. Age, damage, and lack of consistent use
are the most common reasons for these actuators to go bad. These actuators work in an
unfriendly environment. Underneath the car attached to the drivetrain, they are subject to
extreme temperature change as well as physical damage from dirt, debris, rocks, etc. There is a
mechanical mechanism that can start to stick as time goes on. Sometimes these actuator just
plain don't work in extreme cold weather as the gas actually does not get hot enough to expand.
Many times these actuators are not used for months or more during warm weather. A little
moisture penetrating can quickly cause a malfunction. Any one, or combination of these can
result in your 4WD system not engaging or not staying engaged. A VERY telling symptom that
this particular part is your problem is if your 4WD engages when the weather is warm but either
does not engage or takes a lot longer to engage when the weather is colder. On most vehicles
you push a button for 4WD and an indicator light blinks until the actuator engages. While the
light is blinking the electric current is heating the gasses. If you light continues to blink but
does not engage or takes a long time to engage more than 10 seconds then this actuator is the
problem. Our manufacturer changed the mixture of gas in this new actuator so it is more
sensitive at lower temperatures. This has solved the cold temperature problem. We suggest
engaging your four wheel drive periodically even during good weather just to "work out" the
part and make sure it does not stick. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited
lifetime warranty. Twist in the new actuator by hand Tighten the actuator with the adjustable
wrench Clip the wire back into its bracket Reconnect the actuator wiring harness Clip the
harness back into its bracket. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Product Reviews. Cody R. I am
very pleased with the overall purchasing experience with 1A Auto. My payment was processed
immediately and accurately, and I received the part 7 days after I ordered it, which is really
commendable because it had to be shipped to Canada and cross the border. I received the part,
and installation was pretty easy. The only snag I ran into was that the 2 terminal connector had
the wrong terminal and would not fit into my factory wiring harness. All it took though, was to
take my old harness and wire it to the new shift actuator. Even with that snag, I would still rate it
overall as excellent. The part is fully operational and my 4x4 is back in perfect working order.
Thanks 1A Auto. Exact fit, unit works great and back in business! Easy install with great
instructions. Fast shipping, Very reasonable price. Write application for my vehicle. Very Happy
to be 4 wheeling again! Thank You. Easy as pie. Removed old part and installed new part in less
than one minute. Took longer to crawl under the truck. Right on! Right on price , right on
shipping , right on time. Excellent value and works very well. Thank you. As usual service and
parts outstanding. The instructional video made repairing my 4x4 a snap. The part was an exact
fit and now all four wheels can get me out of trouble sometimes all four get me in trouble. Fast
delivery, Perfect fit and connection. Unit took about 2 minutes from the time opening the
package til complete. What is important, it works! It has my 4wd working again in time for
winter. Everything I have bought from 1aauto has been very satisfactory. Quickly shipped,
perfect fit - easy install. I ordered this part and had it 2 days later. It was a perfect fit. It was very
easy to install using the online video. It took about ten minutes to remove the old one and install
the new one. Fired up the truck and it engaged the 4 wheel drive instantly. Problem solved. I get
all my parts from them!!! Fixed my 4 Wheel Drive. A1 Auto shipped out the part quickly and I
had no problem installing the actuator after watching the A1 Auto video. Great replacement
part! I really liked that this came so quickly. It was easily installed and works. Actuator was like
original. Shipped fast, part fit correctly. Great price as usual. Worked in my I put in my 94 GMC
and it worked fine. The price was the best i could find. I did my homework and pin pointed the
problem. The installation couldn't of been any easier. Just unscrewed the old one the screwed
in the new one. Super deal. Found this part on the ito be a excellent part fix rite and worked rite
and the price was awesome compared to all auto stores in western ny. Fixed the Issue. Looked
slightly different than the stock one, but it fit and fixed the issue of 4wd not engaging. Axle Shift
Actuator. Works great now. Had to make it work. You said it would fit my 96 Tahoe but the plug
on the wire did not match up. I cut the old plug off and wired it to the new unit and made it work.
Front actuator 89 chevy k Part arrived quick, installed perfect engages in short time. GM axle
shift actuator. Best price around. Appears to be a quality part. Arrived very quickly, and
installed easily. Perfect fit. Have ordered fro 1aauto. Best online auto parts store hands down!
After shopping around for a couple days I quickly realized that 1A Auto Parts has the best
selection and the absolute lowest prices and I won't shop anywhere else! Thank you 1A-Auto!
On previous order. Please on price fast response on message Nd fast delivery on order. After
watching the video, I immediately ordered the part, and the r n r was as easy as watching the
vid. Had I known this last winter, I'd have fixed it then. My driveway sucks in snow, so 4wd is
imperative. It was almost impossible, even wit a run at it, which was also difficult due to traffic.

Really happy with all the parts I buy. This differential shift actuator did the trick. If you've lost
your 4 wheel drive, chances are this actuator is the problem. I have been running this actuator
for 3 years now on my truck and it has given me absolutely no issues 1A Auto is always on
target. This product awoken my truck giving me the 4x4 i need for work and I have yet to get
stuck. Shift actuator. Part was sent quickly and the fit perfect. Easy to order and had no issues
from start to finish. Item was received on time and worked perfect! Fixed my 4wd. Installed
easily and works as it should. Shipped and delivered quickly. Replaced the actuator but still no
4 wheel drive? Ron M. Still no 4wd. Brian J. Check the motor on the transfer case. Also check 4
wheel drive fuse. Steve S. My 95 Silverado has a floor shifter for the 4x4 could this still be an
issue or are the 4x4 actuator's only needed for the truck with a push button shifter? Spencer B.
The actuator is wired by the way of the floor shifter. I had 2 of the gas type go out before I
upgraded mine to the all electric actuator. A little extra work to install the extra wire but well
worth the effort. I bought mine from 1A Auto and never a problem sense. My truck is a 93
Silverado 4x4,. Rod R. I have a GMC with the 4 wheel drive on the floor. This actuator is needed
for the 4 wheel drive to work. It is down on the front axle on the passenger side. Check to see if
you have voltage down at the connector before buying this part. If no voltage then the switch up
on the transfer case is bad. Christopher B. Or check your truck grounding strap may be loose or
broken, not getting a good body ground. Doug D. Your need the actuator my truck did the same
till I ordered and installed mine works perfect. I have a chevy truck I need the up grade on shift
actuator wiring kit is there a part number? Jose C. Thank you for your inquiry! Please let us
know if you have any further questions, thank you! Jessica D. Thanks for your inquiry. Were
constantly adding new installation video instructions. Tim K. Call Now Customer service.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search 4WD Parts. I was very happy with partsgeek.
Installation was less than 10 minutes and I now have 4x4 working again. I have bought several
different parts from Partsgeek. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Axle
Assembly. Axle Differential Bearing. Axle Differential Bearing and Seal Kit. Axle Differential
Race. Axle Housing Cover Gasket. Axle Nut. Axle Seal. Axle Shaft. Axle Shaft Bearing. Axle
Shaft Bearing Spacer. Axle Shaft Lock C-Clip. Axle Shaft Pilot Bearing. Axle Shaft Repair
Bearing. Axle Shaft Repair Bearing Set. Axle Shaft Seal. Axle Shaft Set. Axle Vent Fitting. CV
Axle Assembly. CV Boot. CV Boot Kit. Differential Bearing Kit. Differential Bearing Set.
Differential Carrier. Differential Carrier Bearing. Differential Clutch Pack. Differential Cover.
Differential Cover Gasket. Differential Cover Plug. Differential Crush Sleeve. Differential Drain
Plug. Differential Drain Plug Seal. Differential End Yoke. Differential Gear Install Kit. Differential
Lock Actuator. Differential Lock Actuator and Wiring Harness. Differential Magnet. Differential
Pinion Bearing Spacer. Differential Pinion Flange. Differential Pinion Pilot Bearing. Differential
Pinion Race. Differential Pinion Repair Sleeve. Differential Pinion Shaft. Differential Pinion Shaft
Lock Bolt. Differential Pinion Shim. Differential Race. Differential Rebuild Kit. Differential Ring
Gear Bolt. Differential Ring and Pinion. Differential Side Bearing Spacer. Differential Spool.
Drive Shaft Bearing. Drive Shaft Center Support Bearing. Drive Shaft Repair Kit. Drive Shaft
Seal. Drive Shaft Slip Yoke. Driveshaft Support. Spindle Nut. Spindle Nut Washer. Transfer Case
Drive Sprocket Bearing. Transfer Case Shift Shaft Seal. Transfer Case Switch. U Joint Strap Kit.
Universal Joint. Wheel Bearing. Wheel Bearing Assembly. Wheel Bearing Bolt. Wheel Bearing
Bolt Set. Wheel Bearing Set. Wheel Bearing and Seal Kit. Wheel Hub Assembly. Wheel Hub Bolt.
Wheel Hub and Bearing Kit. Wheel Lug Nut Cap. Wheel Lug Nut Cap Set. Wheel Nut Cover.
Wheel Seal. Wheel Speed Sensor Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine
Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel I
544 cruise control with braking function
1991 yj
ariens snowblower parts diagram
njection. Tools and Hardware. A1 Cardone. AC Delco. DIY Solutions. Standard Motor Products.
Shop By Vehicle. Replacement 4WD Actuator. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Brock 4WD Actuator - Front. Product Remark: 2 Pin Round Connector. Dorman 4WD
Actuator. Features: Directly replaces the original equipment part Installation addresses
inoperative four-wheel drive caused by failed original actuator Delivers reliable fit and function.

Forecast 4WD Actuator. Spicer 4WD Actuator. A1 Cardone 4WD Actuator. Features: All critical
components are tested to guaranteelike-new performance. All replacement components are O.
Original design weaknesses are corrected to make alonger lasting part. Units are computer
tested, both as sub-assembliesand as complete units to ensure reliability. Dorman January 2nd,
Posted by stephen winter. Catalog: E. Vehicle Notes Chevrolet K Catalog: Q. Vehicle Chevrolet
K Vehicle Sub Model Chevrolet K Catalog: K. Catalog: B. Catalog: T. Catalog: C.

